Book proposals in 6 versions.
Draft agreement and terms with COB.

Books production time lines and related material.

Set 1: Proposed icons to be used for book. AMs and TMs lists, and pc of related articles, 51p.

Set 2: Proposed icons. TMs and pcTMs lists with AMs notes, 27p.

Set 3: 53p.

Set 4: 25p.


----- Possibly rejected material, 142p.

Version 1: TMs draft of text, pi-viii, l-153.

Version 2: TMs draft with AMs revisions, correction, editors' marks, and notes attached.


----- TMs draft of copyeditors' style sheet and explanatory notes, 34p.


Unbound page proofs.

Dust jacket proof.

Publicity, book tours, book reviews.

Publicity, book tours, book reviews.